Cap Feeders

Standard Vibratory Feeders with a Space-Saving Design and Easy Part Changeover.

Performance Feeders, Inc.

Performance Feeders Keeps Your Product Moving!
Cap Feeders

Performance Feeders' cap feeders are vibratory bowl feeders standardized to feed a wide variety of flat-top caps. Using adjustable tooling and an air proximity sensor, they are capable of feeding caps from 1/2" to 1 1/2" diameter, and from 1/4" to 5/8" height. The feeders present the caps oriented laying flat with the open end up at a rate of up to 150 parts per minute, depending on the diameter of the cap.

While these standard feeders are made to order, they require no additional design time and have a much shorter lead time than traditional custom-tooled vibratory feeders.

Features

- Standard design feeds a wide variety of caps
- Space-saving design
- Electro-polished stainless steel bowl construction
- Round vibratory drive unit with stainless steel shroud
- 5-minute changeover from one type of cap to another
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